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Abstract 

Covid- 19  has effected  badly on global & Indian economy. This sudden lockdown situation definitely going to impact even 

further on retail sector in terms of profitability & recovery.Indian retail industry is one of the  largest sector in terms of 

providing business, serving large volume of population & in terms of providing  employment. Broadly  speaking around 400 to 

500 million people approx. are involved in this sector with monthly business of around 80 to 90 billion approx. By considering 

all these facts & figures & havy losses suffered, the question arises here will retail sector be able to survive because of this 

lockdown / Pandemic?Because most of the famous retail brands in India & abroad declaring bankrupt & either closing down or 

merging   with other brands .At this stage to mange fix overheads like employee salaries, rents etc Indian retailers are 

especially focusing on sustainability in the market along with recovery & maintaining of profit figures.  Private labels played a 

vital role during lockdown & still plays a significan role in terms of filling up the gaps in supply chain due to shortage of 

production of nanationa brands & hurdles or zero support of transportations.Many Reatils giants like reliance , aditybirla group 

..or avenue supermarket etc introduced new range of product which were price effective & maintaining quality as well .The 

Production quantity & capacity increased almost in all most all segments like in staples – (flour, rice , oil etc,), in personal  & 

home care products ( sanitizer, handwash , cleanser etc..) This paper is all about how “PRIVATE LABELS or IN- HOUSE 

BRANDS which  “played a role of safeguard or shield to the retails during lockdown, how it was achievable to them &  how 

they are effective  in terms of  protecting & maintaining profit point even in crises by becoming a better  replacement for  

national brands with companies own brands. This paper also put an insight of future prospects of “PRIVATE LABLE” as a 

profit centre. 

Key words: Introduction of new variants under private labels, private labels promotional strategies, challenges, Retail Space, 

effective offers, product differentiation, brand image, brand awareness, brand loyalty. 

 

Why it becomes achievable in (Covid – 19 lockdown) 

 Better Availability / easily reachable through better transportation for their “in house brands” 

 Better control over supply chain  

 Effective pricing  

 High Flexibility in terms of procurement & distribution  

About “Private Label” 

Definition: 

Private-label brands are those products which are fully owned, controlled and sold exclusively by the retailers also known as 

own-label brands, dealer‟s store brands or In House brand. 

Purpose: 

Private labels serve many purposes like exclusivity and differentiation to retailers - each label is unique to its retailer. Another 

reason is plugging a need gap  

National Brands • Designed, produced, and marketed by a vendor and sold by many retailers  

 Example – RIN,GIRNAR,,BAJAJ,PETER ENGLAND 

Private-Label (Store) Brands • Developed by retailer and only sold in retailer‟s outlets. 

 Example – Tasty treat- waffers, 

 Fresh & Pure,- Tea 

 Cleanmate- Dishwsher & household 

 Korya – Home appliance 

 Dj& C – Men‟s,women‟s,Kid‟s ware 

 Who Makes Private Label Products? 
manufacturers use their excess capacity and expertise to produce private label products. 

Introduction: 

 The origin of private label can be traced back to the „60s and „70s where the offering was cheaper, generic products. • In 

1970‟s they were in the form of black and white labelled products.  

 The major improvement in packaging was the first step in the success of private label.  

 Traditionally, private label products have focused on the low- end price point. Now, some retailers will offer private label 

products across multiple price points including a premium line.  
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 The popularity of private label is creating an additional challenge to name brand producers who need to recover expensive 

advertising and marketing costs. 

Motivations: 
No intermediaries: Private labels also help in cutting down on intermediaries - and thereby dropping cost - which means 

better margins for retailers. 

High Margin: The advertising and promotional costs are done away with the private labels and so they offer high margins. 

Customer Loyalty: If the private labels are assuring quality products, the retails ensure a high degree of loyalty. Studies have 

also shown that private label buyers are more store-loyal and not as easily influenced as brand buyers. 

Differentiation: The private labels provide the retailers with an opportunity to come out with unique products that cater to the 

local tastes and preferences. Thus they can differentiate themselves from other stores. 

Better Bargaining Power: A successful retailer with private labels can leverage his margin and is in a better position to 

negotiate with his suppliers of branded products. 

Control over production - Third-party manufacturers work at the retailer‟s direction, offering complete control over product 

ingredients and quality. 

Benefit to Consumers: 

 Good Alternative to name brands  

 Quality as good as name brands  

 Good value for money 

 Good for people on tight budgets who can‟t afford the best  

 The cost savings for the typical consumer is large 

Benefit to Retailers: 

 Significantly bigger margin on those sales. 

 Significant source of additional profitability. 

 Gives the retailer the flexibility to more easily align a specific customer need with a specific product.  

 The packaging and labels can be custom tailored to meet customer needs  

 Allows more control over pricing strategies.  

 Gives freedom for retailers to create their own marketing plans and to control their own inventory in stock.  

 Promote stronger customer loyalty toward retailer store. 

Significance: 

 Competition among manufacturers can prove to be the best opportunity for the sellers to get the best quality products. 

 Control:You can control the pricing and production of the products and grow at your own pace. 

 Convenience:You can modify your products whenever you want to depend on the needs and requirements of buyers. 

 You can create your own brand name. All the positive reviews associated with the product can make you a good profit. 

 Cost Competitiveness :Fewer distribution overheads, lesser number of intermediaries and negligible marketing cost 

creates cost competitiveness which is ultimately helpful for customer & retailers. 

 Wide Spread Reach: Popularity of multi-brand outlets, & better customer base makes it possible for retailers  to have a  

wide spread reach for their  private label with negligible customer acquisition and retention cost. 

 Filling the Gap: With a better knowledge of consumer‟s desires and purchasing insights, private labels focus on products 

as per the demand of the market that ultimately fills the gap. 

 Scope to Experiments: Private labels gives customer an opportunity to experiment without spending much compared to 

other retail brands. 

Advantages: 

 No intermediaries: Private labels also help in cutting down on intermediaries - and thereby dropping cost - which means 

better margins for retailers. 

  High Margin: The advertising and promotional costs are done away with the private labels and so they offer high 

margins.  

 Customer Loyalty: If the private labels are assuring quality products, the retails ensure a high degree of loyalty. Studies 

have also shown that private label buyers are more store-loyal and not as easily influenced as brand buyers.  

 Differentiation: The private labels provide the retailers with an opportunity to come out with unique products that cater to 

the local tastes and preferences. Thus they can differentiate themselves from other stores.  

 Better Bargaining Power: A successful retailer with private labels can leverage his margin and is in a better position to 

negotiate with his suppliers of branded products.  

 Control over production - Third-party manufacturers work at the retailer‟s direction, offering complete control over 

product ingredients and quality.  

Benefit to Consumers  

 Good Alternative to name brands  

 Quality as good as name brands  

 Good value for money 
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 Good for people on tight budgets who can‟t afford the best  

 The cost savings for the typical consumer is large  

Benefit to Retailers 

 Significantly bigger margin on those sales. 

 Significant source of additional profitability. 

 Gives the retailer the flexibility to more easily align a specific customer need with a specific product.  

 The packaging and labels can be customized to meet customer needs  

 Allows more control over pricing strategies.  

 Gives freedom for retailers to create their own marketing plans and to control their own inventory in stock.  

 Promote stronger customer loyalty toward retailer store.  

Significance: 

 Competition among manufacturers can prove to be the best opportunity for the sellers to get the best quality products. 

 Control:You can control the pricing and production of the products and grow at your own pace. 

 Convenience:You can modify your products whenever you want to depend on the needs and requirements of buyers. 

 You can create your own brand name. All the positive reviews associated with the product can make you a good profit. 

 Cost Competitiveness :Fewer distribution overheads, lesser number of intermediaries and negligible marketing cost 

creates cost competitiveness which is ultimately helpful for customer & retailers. 

The  factors  contributing  to  the purchase behavior of customers in adopting private labels 

 Price  

 Quality 

 Value 

 Social Image 

 Store Image  

 Self confidence 

Some famous  Promotional strategies  used by retail outlets in promoting the private labels. 

 The percentage off deal (e.g. “20% off” or “50% off”) 

 “percent-off” deals- (e.g., $5 off or $20 off). 

 Buy One Get One (BOGO)etc 

Focus Area  

 „Profit Consistency 

 „safeguard /shield in lockdown/ pandemic   

 My store My Product policy 

 Maintaining Economy in crisis by targeting “cost conscious customers from smaller towns” 

Literature Review: 

 Lockdown: Retailers witness spike in sale of private labels as supply lines disrupted-PTI April 27, 2020, 08:16 IST 

The above article was all about how “PRIVATE Labels”played a significant role during lockdown by overcoming the problem 

of transportation & shortage of national brands” by establishing new variants& offered to customer at very competitive way,   

 Online private labels to drive profitable growth for e-commerce marketplaces: KPMG -ANI February 26, 2020, 14:22 

IST 

The above article indicates ..that even in pandemic “PRIVATELABELS” played a wonderful inning & becomes a profitable 

driver for retail sector. 

 Flipkart launches private label for large appliances;Flipkart is introducing an in-house label called MarQ-TNN October 

06, 2017, 09:02 IST 

This above article is all about how private label is even enetering inti E- COMMERCE line also to make their business more 

profitable. 

 Amazon, Flipkart battle now moves to in-house brands;Amazon and Flipkart are following contrasting strategies in their 

pursuit of private labels.-Rahul Sachitanand ET Bureau April 02, 2017, 12:03 IST 

The above article discusses about how e commerce giants like flipkart & amazon establishes their own “PRIVATE 

LABLES”to target cost conscious customers from smaller towns.  

Hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1 –sales of private label increases during a recession & even in economic prosperity. 

Hypothesis-2 There is a significant relationship between consumers trust on store„s product quality and private label purchase 

behavior.  

Hypothesis-3 –There is a significant relationship between Buying,Bargaining power & competitive pricing of private label  

Hypothesis 4 – There is a significant relationship between “product differentiation & growth in private label sales 

Research Objective: 

Using “PRIVATE LABEL”as a safeguard/shield in sudden crisis to protect & maintain profitability to sustain in the market  

 By continuous improvisation of  private label business efficiency by focusing on financial factors like  product portfolio, 

operating costs, improving customer ticket size etc 

https://retail.economictimes.indiatimes.com/agency/87654375/PTI
https://retail.economictimes.indiatimes.com/agency/87654321/ANI
https://retail.economictimes.indiatimes.com/agency/87654367/TNN
https://retail.economictimes.indiatimes.com/author/6230/rahul-sachitanand
https://retail.economictimes.indiatimes.com/agency/88675387/ET+Bureau
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 By improving customer‟s loyalty towards private label  in terms of revenue generation through effective pricing, display & 

promosional activities 

 To study & analysis of financial effectiveness of various promotional strategies & offers applied for  private labels in 

terms of revenue generation. 

 By effective inventory control-through study & analysis of Inventory Replenishment, inventory holding cost etc  

 To study the financial output of capacity utilization & come with more economically effective solutions through analysis 

& survey.  

Challenges: 

 Higher risk of inventory. 

 Higher Marketing & Research and Development expense. 

 Markdown or return allowances will not be available. 

 Failure of the product will create a negative image about the retailer. 

 Manufacturer dependency -if production of private label are in the hands of a third-party manufacturer, it‟s important to 

partner with well-established companies. Otherwise, retailers could miss out on opportunities if manufacturer runs into 

problems.  

 Difficulty building loyalty - Established household brands have the upper hand and can often be found in a variety of retail 

outlets.  

 limited availability –private labels will only be sold in stores ,having  limiting customer access to it.  

Problems:  

In Indian Retail Sector : 

 Retailers are lacking in understanding the needs of customer & estimate the future  scale and scope, while developing their 

own brands. As retailers are closely connected to consumers and understand their psychology.  

 Lacking in focusing on financial aspects like inventory control, wastage, profitability of promotional offers etc if they 

want to re – position the private label successfully.  

 Absence of quality infrastructure, adaptive supply chain practices & internal control system which is badly affecting on 

the profitability of private label business.  

 Lack of strategic thinking in terms of business development of private label  

 

Research Methodology: 

The paper mainly discusses the growing trend of retailers towards private label in all  segment. 

Research Design: 

 Sample Size: A sample of 200+ respondents (Approx.)  is be taken for this  study 

 Sampling Units: The consumers &  employees  are the sampling units. 

 Sampling Method: , For data collection Random Convenient sampling method will be preferably adopted for comparative 

& analytical studies. 

 Primary Data: 

The Primary Data is collected from a sample of 200+ respondents. The place of the research is Big Bazaar & star bazaar, 

Reliance trends,CROMA  from Seasons mall & Amanora mall hadapsar pune . Well-structured questionnaires for customers & 

employees are  made & the survey is undertaken. 

 Techniques: Sampling & questionnaire  

Secondary Data: 

 The Secondary data is collected from the following sources:  Magazines ,Articles, Websites, Other Publications 

 Area of research :Seasons Mall & Amenora Mall –Hadapsar –Pune 

 Research approach: -Survey method 

Scope of Study: 

Area of research will be, Private Labels of all  segments from Big bazaars & Star bazaar,CROMA, Reliance trends  in  seasons 

mall & Amenora mall hadapsar Pune city. 

Limitations 

This research was limited by the size of the customer  population and the number of big bazaars,star bazaar, (hypermarkets), 

Reliance trends(Apparels store) & CROMA(electronics & consumer durables) of seasons mall & amenora mall  in Hadapsar  

Pune city. 

This research does not focus on manufacturing side of private label 

Analaysis  

The method adopted for this research study is “Principal Components/factors while buying “private labels in all segment”. 

Analysis is done by making 15 separate structured questionnaires for customers & staff members  having close ended 

questions based on the objectives of the study .Responses were collected from 284( from Big bazaar-Amenora Mall , star 

bazaar & CROMA &  RELIANCE TRENDS from seasons mall) customers who are frequently visiting  above outlets from 

seasons mall & Amenora mall , hadapsar pune. 
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The first factor is “information & interest” which consists of three attributes namely seeking information, and variety seeking& 

Loyalty  

The second factor is “price sensitivity” which consists of three attributes namely cheapest, low price and choice based on need.  

The third factor is “risk consciousness” which consists of three attributes namely risky purchase, guilt purchase and reputation 

risk.  

The fourth factor is “quality consciousness” which consists of four attributes namely improved quality, superiority, low 

differentiation, quality buying‟s, and similarity. 

The fifth factor is “rationality” which consists of four attributes namely purchase ease, confidence, economical and reasonable. 

192 out of 284 respondents purchased private labels.(67.60% approx.)  

Total National brands Private Brands 

284 92 192 

 
Factors Key Attributes Consciousness in %  

Information, interest & Loyalty Seeking Information 

Variety Seeking 

Loyalty  

15 

Price sensitivity Cheapest/ low price 

Choice based on need 

85 

Risk consciousness Risky purchase 

Guilt Purchase 

Reputation risk 

64 

Quality Consciousness Improved quality 

Superiority 

Low differentiation 

Quality buying 

Similarity 

45 

Rationality Purchase ease 

Confidence 

Economical 

Reasonable/ practicality 

54 

 

 
Reasons for not buying private labels 

Responses No of respondents Percentages 

Poor Quality 18 19.56 
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Failing to promote features & 

product differentiation 

28 30.43 

Expensiveness 19 20.65 

Low Image/ no trust on new product 27 29.34 

Total 92 100 

 

 

Findings: 

 Customers are less interested in shifting from national brands to private labels. 

 Customers are more money & need conscious. 

 Customers most of the time prefers practical approach about buying 

 It‟s difficult to create product loyalty but once created will run for longer time. 

 It‟s need to create confidence in customer with effective communication & approach 

 

Recommendations: 

 There is a  need to understand the expectations of cusomers like future scale scope etc. 

 Due to limited availability retailers should focus on financially effective way of communication & marketing with new 

customers about private labels. 

 Effective schemes & offers should put on private labels for promotions. 

 Retailers have to focus more on display& packaging. 

 Retailers should focus on quality, product differentiation & pricing. 

 Effective supply chain is needed for effective sales. 

 Periodic stock taking process has to  be implemented for better control over inventory  

 Effective measures should be taken like stock replenishments stock counting practises to avoid shrinkage 

 Need of training to the staff  for better product knowledge 

 Effective product mapping is needed to avoid stock discrepancies. 

 Needs to work on quality infrastructure, Supply Chain & Internal Control System for better profitability 

 

Conclusion:  
Private label is an effective source of bring business into profit zone. Premiumization & re-invention with product 

differentiation will definitely brings profitability even in crisis. This is the only concept which makes retailers to stand on their 

on feet. Almost all  retail companies from India  are rapidly  entering into all segments with their private labels  to make 

business more profitable by tapping cost conscious customers from smaller town.  

The only focus they should keep is profitability & recovery because huge amount of debt & equity is involved. This is 

challenging but will certainly help companies to survive in the market even in crisis like COVID-19 LOCKDOWN situations. 

This lockdown situation is a great learning for all retailers & they realized the importance of “IN-HOUSE BRANDS”AS AS 

SAFAGUARD & SHIELD. But for that  continues review, benchmarking & research & development is  highly required.  
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